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Abstract—Body Area Network (BAN) is composed of various
sensors and some actuators which are attached on body or even
implanted under skin. The data is gathered from sensors in
different periods of time and transferred to the servers or doctors
for interpretation. Sometimes after processing, control signals
comeback to the origin for actuation activities. This application is
delay-sensitive and its performance evaluation is critical concern.
In this paper, we focus on performance evaluation of BAN
technology in a typical hospital. We also employ the Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) paradigm. The idea of MEC is using small
data centers in the proximity of mobile base stations. As a result,
user requests will fulfill in shorter time. The motto of MEC is
local problems should be solved locally. MEC is known as base
and key technology of 5G and IoT. In this paper, we extract the
servicing steps of BAN application in a hospital. Markov Reward
Models (MRM) are presented for each steps. The models are
solved by SHARPE software package. Mean response delay and
request blocking probability are calculated under different
situation. Moreover, the numerical results are verified by
Discrete-Event Simulation.
Keywords- Body Area Network; Mobile Edge Computing;
Performance Evaluation; Markov Reward Model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Body Area Network (BAN) helps doctors to be aware of
their patient’s status. Usually, sensors are attached to the
patient through cloths, wearable devices or even implant
technique [1]. Sensors gather their related data from patient’s
body in different periods of time [2]. They transfer data to the
servers via Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) or gateway [3]. In
general, patients could continue their daily activity after
sensors attachment [4]. However, in some cases, BAN or
Wireless BAN (WBAN) is deployed for the patients whom
hospitalized in the medical centers [5]. BAN applications are
delay-sensitive and they could not tolerate long latency.
Therefore, performance evaluation for BAN applications are a
crucial issue.
On the other hand, cloud computing has opened a new
window of information technology to academic researchers,
industrial experts and end-users. Many companies instead of
using their own data centers, choose the leasing resources
from cloud providers [6]. The most advantage of this
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technology was the removing the process of buying, repairing,
maintaining and upgrading servers. On the other hand, cloud
computing concluded cost reduction pertaining to energy
consumption and IT staffs. End users could provision storage,
computing and network resources with their arbitrary amount
in cloud computing. And, scale up or scale down these
resources based on their requirements. The most attractive
feature of cloud computing for end users is the pay-as-you-go
manner [7]. Nowadays, many of the popular websites are
deploying cloud computing platform. Therefore, they could be
available at the peak time and their websites serve the visitors
without paying cost of unused resources at other times.
Indeed, this is the most important capability of cloud
computing, which is called elasticity. Exponential growth of
using smart phones and tablets have made the problem of
deploying heavy games or computational software on these
devices, because of their processing and energy constraints.
Therefore, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) was formed. In
MCC, tasks are offloaded to the cloud data center and after
running on servers, the results come back to mobile devices.
Many applications are deploying this technology. However,
the problem is the produced latency due to data transfer which
is not tolerable for deadline-based applications. To resolve this
issue, researchers proposed a concept which is named
cloudlet. In this manner, some public places such as airports or
coffee shops which provide WiFi internet could gain from the
small number of servers and they process the offloaded tasks
if possible. Therefore, latency will be decreased. However,
because the access of cloudlet only is possible through WiFi
connection, another technology i.e. Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC) was born in 2014. MEC is one of the fundamental
technologies in 5G mobile systems to present Ultra Reliable
and Low Latency Communication (URLLC) services [8].
Servers are moving to the edge of Radio Access Network
(RAN). The motto of MEC is the local problems should be
solved locally [9]. Therefore, latency will be decreased and
reached in order of milliseconds. Furthermore, backbone
traffic will be diminished significantly. European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) are working
on the MEC and its relevant technologies.
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Figure 1. Body Area Network architecture using Mobile Edge Computing

As shown in fig. 1, data are collected by the sensors in
various periods of time. We suppose that our patients are
hospitalized and we gain from MEC technology. Therefore,
data transferred from sink node of each patient to the gateway.
Gateway is gathering data and it will send to the nearest base
station. We suppose that the base station is equipped by MEC
servers. The received data is processing by the MEC servers in
certain virtual machine (VM). Sometimes the system is
overloaded. It means that default VM cannot support all
requests. After processing steps, control signals are coming
back to the hospital for an appropriate actuation.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
 Various parameters such as workload, queue
lengths, VM startup and number of servers are
considered
 Our stochastic model captures the end-to-end
performance metrics
 Markov Reward Model (MRM) are considered for
each sub-model
 Models are solved by SHARPE [10] tools
 Discrete Event Simulation (DES) conducted by
MATLAB [11] for verification of acquired
numerical results
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
brings the related works which pertaining to the performance
analysis of BAN. In section III, we presented system
description and main assumptions. Stochastic sub-models and
overall model are proposed in section IV. Numerical results
and simulation are provided in section V. Finally, in section
VI, conclusion and future works are presented.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Khan et al. [12] proposed a routing protocol which handle
delay-sensitive packets in body area network. They simulated

the proposed protocol by OMNeT++ [13] and illustrated its
performance. D’Errico [14] presented a performance analysis
of body area network in terms of packet error rate. They
suppose a full-mesh topology for sensors and time-variant
channel for communication. Martelli et al. [15] simulated the
WBAN which using IEEE 802.15.6 protocol for
communication. They evaluated some performance measures
such as throughput, delay and packet loss rate. Khan et al. [16]
worked on remote patient monitoring system and its
performance evaluation. They considered ZigBee as WBAN
communication protocol and examined its performance
metrics. Li et al. [17] evaluated three different access schemes
under IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. They illustrated the unslotted
mode has better performance than the slotted one. However, its
power consumption is much more. In contrast to these
prominent works, our paper devoted to the performance
evaluation of BAN under MEC paradigm which is a new and
growing mobile computing technology.
III.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

As we illustrated in Fig. 1, sensors have the duty of
gathering data from the patients. Although, sensing periods are
different, however, we suppose that inter-arrival time of
sending data from PDA to gateway follows the exponential
distribution. Furthermore, we suppose that service rate of the
requests has an exponential distribution.
Since we gain from MEC technology, the requests are
transferred to the MEC servers for the appropriate processing.
In MEC paradigm if MEC servers have insufficient capacity
for processing or storage then the task will be offloaded to the
cloud. However, we suppose that MEC servers have enough
capacity. The control signals come back to the patient for an
appropriate actuation after processing. Fig. 2 illustrates the
servicing steps of BAN technology which is using MEC
paradigm. Each of queues follows the First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
manner. SDTE queue is the first queue which buffer the
sensing data for transfer. PDE queue is for processing in the
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Figure 2. Servicing Steps of Body Area Network application in Mobile Edge Computing Platform

MEC server. If the request is blocked due to insufficient size of
processing VM then another VM will be created. This process
will be continued until there is an enough capacity in the MEC
servers. Otherwise, the request will be blocked. CDTE queue is
the last queue which buffers the sending control signals to the
patients. The symbols which are using throughout the paper are
listed in the Tab. I.
Table I
Notation description for the presented queueing models
Notation
Description
λ𝑆

Arrival rate of sensing data to base station

λ𝑃

Effective arrival rate for MEC servers

λ𝐶

Effective arrival rate of control signals transmission engine

µ𝑆

Service rate of SDTE queue

µ𝑃

Service rate of PDE queue

µ𝐶

Service rate of CDTE queue

P𝑏𝑠

Request blocking probability in the SDTE queue

P𝑏𝑝

Request blocking probability in the PDE queue

P𝑏𝑐

Request blocking probability in the CDTE queue

E[TS]

Mean delay time in SDTE queue

E[Tp]

Mean delay time in PDE queue

E[TC]

Mean delay time in CDTE queue

E[T]

Mean Response Delay

LS

Maximum size of SDTE queue

LP

Maximum size of PDE queue

LC

Maximum size of CDTE queue

L

Maximum size of VM expansion

β

VM startup rate

IV.

STOCHASTIC SUB-MODELS AND OVERALL MODEL

In this section, we sketch the Markov Reward Models
(MRMs) for each queueing engine which are introduced in
previous section.
A. Sensor Data Transmission Engine (SDTE) sub-model
To show the nature of SDTE queue, an MRM depicted in
fig. 3 which its states labeled as number of requests that is
currently waiting in the queue. In fig. 3, λs is representative of
request arrival rate, µs is the service rate and Ls is the maximum
size of queue. In this sub-model, the SDTE queue will transit
from state i to i+1 with λs where 0 ≤ i ≤ Ls. Also, the requests
served by the engine at rate µs.

Figure 3. Markov Reward Model for SDTE

SDTE aggregates sensor data and sending them to the MEC
servers for processing. In fact, SDTE prepares the input of PDE
queue. If SDTE queue is full of requests, the new request will
be blocked. Tab. II shows the reward rates for calculating the
request blocking probability and mean number of requests in
the SDTE queue.
Table II
Assigned reward rates for calculating measures in SDTE sub-model
Measure
Reward Rate
Request Blocking Probability

1 for state Ls
0 for other states

Mean number of Requests

i for state i
where 0 ≤ i ≤ Ls
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Figure 4. Markov Reward Model for PDE

On the other hand, steady state probability can be computed
by (1).
𝜆

𝑖

𝜋𝑖 = ( 𝑠 ) [
µ𝑠

1
𝐿𝑠 𝜆𝑠 𝑗
∑𝑗=0
( )
µ𝑠

]

(1)
V.

In the Tab. II, we calculated the steady state probability by
We also calculate the E[TS] by applying the Little’s
Law [18] in (2).
∑𝐿𝑠
𝑖=0 𝑟𝑖 𝜋𝑖 .

𝐸[𝑇𝑠 ] =

𝐿

𝑠 𝑖𝜋
∑𝑖=0
𝑖

𝜆𝑠 (1−𝑃𝑏𝑠 )

sub-model. However, λc and µc are using instead of λs and µs
respectively. Calculating the blocking probability and mean
response delay are similar to the SDTE sub-model too.

(2)

B. Processing Data Engine (PDE) sub-model
In PDE sub-model, sensor data will be processed by the
MEC servers which are connected to the base station by fiber
optics. Fig. 4, illustrates the PDE sub-model in the Markov
Reward Model approach. Sometimes new requests cannot be
processed by the virtual machine due to full loading. In this
case, a new VM should be provisioned with β startup rate. We
apply SHARPE tools for calculating the expected measures.
In this sub-model, λp is the representative of processing
request or effective arrival rate of sensors data. µp is the service
rate of MEC servers. We suppose that the arrival rate follows
the Poisson process, therefore, the time between two
consecutive requests follows the exponential distribution. This
assumption is also considered for the service rate. Note that,
these assumptions help us to apply the Markov chains. In real
world, we can experiment the arrival and service rate in the
typical hospital and map behavior of them to the statistical
distributions.
In fig. 4, the states are shown the number of requests which
are currently in the system. On the other hand, some numbers
have a star symbol. It means that, the current virtual machine is
full and these requests should be forwarded to the new virtual
machine. Because of startup delay for creating new VM, these
states transit to the new states with β rate.

C. Control Data Transmission Engine (CDTE) sub-model
CDTE sub-model is used for sending control signals
towards patients. In fact, this sub-model is similar to the SDTE

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The proposed models were evaluated in case of request
blocking probability and mean response delay. We first apply
SHARPE software package to solve models. Furthermore, we
conducted a discrete-event simulation by MATLAB to verify
the numerical results. At first, to achieve 97 percent for
confidence level, the confidence interval was calculated and
number of simulation runs were determined.
SHARPE software package calculates the Pbs, Pbp, Pbc,
E[Ts], E[Tp] and E[Tc] on each sub-model by solving the steady
state equations. Our MATLAB discrete event simulation also
computes the average number for these mentioned values.
Request Blocking Probability and Mean Response Delay
are computed by (3) and (4) respectively.
Pb = Pbs + (1- Pbs)*Pbp + (1- Pbs)*(1 - Pbp)*Pbc

(3)

E[T] = E[Ts] + (1- Pbs)*E[Tp] + (1- Pbs)*(1 - Pbp)*E[Tc] (4)
Various parameters are influencing in the mean response
delay and request blocking probability. 1) Arrival rate: This
parameter is very important. Therefore, we consider the effect
of arrival rate on the outputs. We suppose that arrival rate is
varied from 50 to 1050 request per hour. 2) Service rate: We
suppose that mean time to service or 1/µ is equal 5 seconds for
each request. 3) VM startup rate: We suppose that mean time
to start a VM is equal 30 seconds. 4) Queue lengths: Due to
importance of this parameter, we varied length of buffer from
10 to 100. 5) Number of VMs: MEC servers are consisted of
some servers and each server could run some of virtual
machines. Due to simplicity, we only consider the sum of VMs
which are running all servers.
Note that, markers in the figures display the simulation
results and dash lines are used for SHARPE outputs. Moreover,
number of VMs is located between parentheses and buffer size
is located between brackets.
In fig. 5, we study the impact of arrival rate variation in
request blocking probability in the presence of different
number of virtual machines.
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each sub-model is also variable. As shown, increasing buffer
size helps the system for less blocking.

Figure 5. Request Blocking Probability with respect to arrival
rate and number of VMs

Dashes lines show the SHARPE numerical results and
markers are the representative of MATLAB simulation outputs.
The numbers in the parentheses display the number of virtual
machines.
Fig. 5 illustrates that request blocking probability increases
suddenly after reaching arrival rate to 350 request per hour.
Although, increasing number of virtual machines alleviates this
phenomenon. However, the request blocking probability is still
increasing.

Figure 7. Mean response delay with respect to arrival rate and
number of VMs

Fig. 7 displays the mean response delay when arrival rates
is variable. Furthermore, we consider the impact of number of
virtual machines on mean response delay.

Figure 8. Mean response delay with respect to arrival rate and
buffer size
Figure 6. Request Blocking Probability with respect to arrival
rate and buffer size

The numbers in the brackets display the size of queues
buffer. Fig. 6 shows the request blocking probability behavior
when request arrival rates is variable. In fig. 6, queue length of

In fig. 8, we show the effect of arrival rates and queue size
to the mean response delay. The figure illustrates the strong
impact of buffer size to decrease the mean response delay.
When buffer size is equal 100, the mean response delay does
not exceed from 40 seconds.
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we modeled the performance of body area
network in mobile edge computing paradigm. We evaluated the
impacts of some parameters such as workload, buffer length
and service rate on mean response delay and request blocking
probability. The current performance model consisted of three
stochastic sub-models. Each of which are shown by Markov
Reward Model. Models are solved by SHARPE software
package. Moreover, numerical results are verified by discrete
event simulation. Results illustrate the impact of mentioned
parameters on the outputs. For the future, we plan to expand
the model for general BAN instead of using hospital
environment. Furthermore, considering effect of connection
failure on performance models is our future work.
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